
 

 

Summary of High School Mock Trial Changes for 2017-2018 

 

As discussed at the High School Coaches Meeting held at Trumbull High School on September 

11, 2017, led by Ryan Costantini, First Vice President of the Civics First Board of Directors. 

 

1. Creation of Case Committee 

 

New for this year, Civics First has created a case committee made-up of former mock 

trial coaches and current mock trial judges to source, revise and draft case material, 

address coaches’ questions concerning the case and administer the competition. This 

year's case committee is: Attorney J. Tyler Butts, Judge Joyce Krutick Craig, Attorney 

Jeanine Dumont, Judge Hope Seeley, and Attorney Jonathan Weiner.   

 

2. Introduction of New Rules of Evidence 

 

This came out of Civics First experience hosting Nationals last May.  We learned that 

Nationals uses different rules of evidence that track more closely to the Federal Rules of 

Evidence than Civics First’s existing rules.  Since the ultimate goal of our high school 

competition is to send a team to Nationals that can have success in that competition, it 

does not make sense to burden that team with having to learn a new set of rules.   

 

Content wise, the new Rules of Evidence are not significantly different from the old 

rules.  The numbering system is different (the new rules use the numbering from the 

Federal Rules of Evidence), but the content is similar.   

 

We did realize that the Nationals organization includes certain objections in their 

Competition Rules that Civics First included in the old Rules of Evidence.  Civics First 

intends to draft new competition rules for the 2018-2019 season.  In the interim, we have 

created an Addendum to the Rules of Evidence that include the objections not covered by 

the new Rules of Evidence, as well as two new rules that will be discussed later. 

 

3. Discussion / Comments on This Year’s Case 

 

A few coaches expressed concern with the volume of material contained in this year’s 

trial packet.  While it is significantly longer than last year’s case, it was adapted from a 

prior Nationals case.  The thought was that having a Nationals-level case for our state 

competition better prepares our winning team for the rigors of that competition and we 

believe there is educational value in having the students sort through a larger volume of 

material to determine what is and is not relevant for the case.  Last year’s case was an 

unusually simple fact pattern, so comparisons with last year’s case are not the best 

benchmark to use. 

 

Several coaches expressed that their students like the case and are excited by the fact 

pattern.  Civics First is pleased to hear this and looks forward to seeing what the students 

do with the material presented. 

 



 

 

We have received a few questions regarding line numbers for the witness statements.  

Due to formatting complexities (which may have come from converting a large PDF to 

Word), we were unable to add line numbers before publishing the case.  We are 

continuing to work on fixing the document, and expect to have this problem resolved 

before the competition takes place, but we did not want to delay publication solely to fix 

the line number issue. For now, we recommend that teams manually add line numbers to 

the witness statements if needed for preparation.  Since these are not exhibits, judges 

should not entertain any objections to their use for impeachment or refreshing 

recollection purposes because they have been altered. 

 

4. Case Questions / Review Procedure 
 

This year, Civics First is implementing a new, more formal, process for coaches to ask 

questions about the case or to submit errors that they find.  Please send any questions to 

info@civicsfirstct.org for forwarding to the Case Committee.  The Case Committee will 

review the questions and post answers on a weekly basis to the Civics First website.  

There will be a November 1, 2017 cut-off for questions about the high school case, and a 

December 1, 2017 cut-off for questions about the middle school case.  Shortly after those 

dates, the Case Committee will issue a revised version of the case incorporating any 

changes deemed necessary from coaches’ feedback.   

 

5. Improving Judging Consistency  

 

One of the areas of focus for the Case Committee this year will be improving the 

consistency of judging in the competition.  We are fortunate to have dozens of dedicated 

volunteer attorneys and judges take time from their practices and families to judge our 

competitions each year, but we have heard from coaches that there is widespread concern 

with the consistency of judging and the lack of standards.  While judging will always be 

inherently subjective, there are steps that the Case Committee will implement this year to 

add more objectivity to judging. 

 

First, the Case Committee will prepare a bench memo about each case for judges to 

review prior to judging.  This is an idea we are taking from Nationals.  The bench memo 

would summarize the facts of the case, the role of each witness, and walk through 

anticipated evidentiary issues, providing guidance for making rulings on those issues.  

This bench memo will not be available to coaches, but should help make judging more 

consistent and objective. 

 

Second, the Case Committee will provide judges with a more detailed scoring rubric than 

we have used in the past.  This too is an idea from Nationals.  The rubric, which will be 

provided to coaches, will set forth criteria for each phase of trial as to what constitutes a 

certain numerical score.  In order not to overwhelm judges with too much material, this 

all fits onto one page.   

 

6. Anonymous Teams 
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Another idea from Nationals that the Case Committee is considering is the use of 

anonymous teams.  The coaches would know the school against whom they are 

competing, but the rosters provided to judges would only state "Prosecution/Plaintiff" or 

"Defense," and the names of the competing students.  Civics First would match score 

sheets to schools.  The intent to avoid the appearance of confirmation bias amongst 

judges based solely on a school's perceived reputation.  While we do not believe that any 

of our volunteer judges are now, or have been biased in favor of (or against) any teams, 

we think this step is a positive one to avoid the appearance of such confirmation bias.  

We will continue to check for actual conflicts of interest before assigning judges to trials. 

 

7. Brackets / Knowing Match-Ups in Advance 

 

Coaches have overwhelmingly expressed a desire to know the team against whom they 

will be competing both in the regional rounds and in the single elimination tournament.  

Civics First understands and appreciates this desire and will inform coaches a few days in 

advance of the regional round of their match-ups and sides (i.e., you will be Prosecution 

against Team X and Defense against Team Y).  The information will be communicated to 

coaches only.  Coaches have discretion about whether to inform their students.   

 

With respect to the single elimination tournament, in the event of the need for a play-in 

round, the match-ups and sides for the teams participating in that round will be randomly 

drawn. Coaches will be informed of their match-up and side in advance.  For the 

remaining rounds, a bracket will be provided so each team can view their path to the 

finals.  Sides for the remaining rounds, including the finals, will be determined by a coin 

toss after the conclusion of the previous round.  The coach of the team appearing on the 

top of the bracket will flip the coin and the coach of the team appearing on the bottom of 

the bracket will call it.  The team that wins the toss selects the side they prefer to present.   

 

Once set, the brackets will not change for any reason.  Any team unable to field a team 

for the side of the case the coin toss dictates they will play, will forfeit the round and be 

eliminated from the competition. 

 

8. Multiple Teams and Play-in Rounds 

 

Several coaches expressed concern that, in the past, if they had multiple teams make it 

out of regionals, their teams were more likely to be selected for the play-in round (the 

round necessary to get down to the final 32, 16 or 8 teams to allow for even brackets) 

because the teams chosen randomly from the “hat” were the ones having to undertake the 

play-in round.  Several coaches have asked that schools with multiple teams be allowed 

to select a team to receive an automatic pass into the next round or for a team that made it 

to the semifinals the year before to get an automatic pass into the next round. 

 

The Case Committee understands this concern and appreciates the suggestion.  For this 

year, our plan is to pick school names out of the “hat” that will get the "bye," or free pass 

through to the round of 16 without having to participate in a play-in round.  Each school 

will get one slip of paper for each team making it out of the regional round, but the slips 



 

 

will not state a specific team (i.e. red/white/blue, etc).  This way, schools with more 

teams have an increased chance of getting the pass through as opposed to having to 

participate in the play-in round.  If a school with multiple teams is selected, that school’s 

coach will select which of his/her teams may take advantage of the bye. 

 

In order to increase transparency, the selection of teams for the play-in round will be 

recorded and posted on Civics First’s website. 

 

9. Historically "Strong" Teams Going Against Each Other in Regionals 

 

Another concern that has been expressed is the possibility that historically strong teams 

may end up playing each other in the regional round, guaranteeing the elimination of one 

of those teams before it has the opportunity to compete in the tournament.  The Case 

Committee understands that concern and reminds coaches that they are free to select any 

venue for the regional round that they would like.  That said, while the match-ups for the 

regional round will continue to be selected at random, the Case Committee will reject a 

random match-up that pits two of the previous year's semi-finalists against each other in a 

regional round, and redraw the pairings as necessary to avoid this.  

 

For the play-in and subsequent rounds, match-ups and placement on the bracket will be 

determined at random and no changes will be made. 

 

10. New Rules for 2017-2018 

 

There are three new rules for this year that the Case Committee wants to bring to your 

attention. 

 

First, the old rule prohibiting the wearing of costumes by witnesses during the 

competition is being revised.  Witnesses will no longer be prohibited from wearing 

costumes, provided that a costume is appropriate for wearing to court and consistent with 

the character of a witness.  There are two prohibitions: 1) witnesses who are incarcerated 

at the time of the trial are not permitted to wear prison uniforms/jumpsuits; and 2) police 

officers are not permitted to appear in police officer uniforms (badges are permitted).  

This rule is intended to allow witnesses further to develop their characters and to feel 

more a part of the creative process inherent in Mock Trial.  Judges will be informed that 

they are not to score-up solely for the wearing of a costume and that they are not to score 

down solely for not wearing a costume.  The appropriateness of a costume for the 

character being portrayed may, however, be considered when assigning a score.  The new 

rule can be found in the Addendum to the Rules of Evidence (Rule 17).  The Case 

Committee will review this rule following this year’s competition and solicit feedback 

from judges and coaches as to how it worked and may make changes to the rule for the 

2018-2019 season. 

 

Second, we will be altering the scoring to give two scores for each witness: one for direct 

exam and one for cross exam.  Each will be worth 10 points and the maximum number of 

points that can be awarded (excluding the tie-breaker point) will increase from 110 to 140 



 

 

points, so witnesses will count for approximately 42% of the total score, up from 27% 

under the old scoring system and will now count for the same percentage of the total 

score as do the lawyers).  Opening and closing will now account for approximately 15 

percent of the total score, down from 18 percent under the old scoring system. The Case 

Committee believes this scoring is more consistent with the important role played by 

witnesses and will address concerns expressed by judges as to how to score a witness 

with a strong direct exam, but weak cross exam. 

 

Third, we have added a Constructive Sequestration rule (see Rule 16 in the Addendum to 

the Rules of Evidence).  Teams will now be allowed to make a pretrial motion asking the 

court to constructively sequester witnesses.  Witnesses so ordered will remain in the 

courtroom during the trial, but will be deemed not to have heard any prior testimony.  

Several coaches expressed concern that teams were using the presence of witnesses in 

court to argue against a hearsay objection.  If invoked, this constructive sequestration rule 

would preclude that argument.  Either side may make the motion and, if granted, will 

apply to all witnesses. 

   

11. Score Sheets 

 

Several coaches have informed Civics First that they did not receive their score sheets 

from last year’s competition, despite having completed the survey.  Please note that the 

survey is required in connection with a state grant that has funded Civics First programs, 

and that Civics First does not receive notice that a team has completed the survey.  You 

must inform us at info@civicsfirstct.org that you completed the survey and sheets will 

promptly be sent to you.  If you completed last year’s survey and did not receive score 

sheets, please let us know and we will send them to you. 

 

12. Competition Structure 

 

You may have received an e-mail over the summer informing you that Civics First would 

be adopting a Nationals-style format for the competition following the regional round.  

Under this approach, each team would compete in four trials over a two day period with 

teams being power ranked after each trial to ensure that teams with similar results go 

against each other such that the teams that remain undefeated after a round would 

compete only against other undefeated teams.  While this approach would have the 

benefit of allowing teams more opportunities to perform their trials, the Case Committee 

has concluded that the logistics of such a competition are too complex to undertake, at 

least for this year.  As such, this year’s competition will be structured much the same as 

in prior years.   

 

That said, the Case Committee is considering offering a consolation round for teams that 

do not make it past the play-in round.  The idea is that the first day of competition 

following the regional round would feature two rounds: the play-in round to get to the 

final 16 teams and the “Sweet 16” round.  Teams that do not make it into the Sweet 16 

round will be able to play against other teams that did not make the Sweet 16 round while 
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the Sweet 16 round is being conducted.  Following this second round, teams would have 

the opportunity to socialize with the judges and fellow competitors at a reception. 

 

The Case Committee is working on securing a venue for this first day of tournament 

competition following the regional round and we expect to announce it shortly. 

 

13. Midterm / Vacation Schedule for February / March 

 

We anticipate holding the high school regional rounds in late November / early 

December as has been done in previous years.  The following rounds would commence in 

late January and run through February to early March.  This would allow schedule 

cushion in the event of inclement weather.  We are aware that many schools have 

midterm exams and vacations during this period of time.  Please e-mail 

info@civicsfirstct.org as soon as possible with the dates of your midterm exams and 

vacation days in January, February and March so we can plan around those periods. 

 

14. Payment of Registration Fees at Time of Registration 

 

Although registration fees were not discussed at the meeting, the Civics First board has 

asked the Case Committee to discuss them with you. For the 2017-2018 season, the 

registration fee per team will be $100.  We recognize that this is an increase from the last 

few years, but is reflective of the cost to run the Mock Trial program and the ongoing 

state budget crisis, which has affected state grants that have historically paid for many of 

the costs of running Civics First's programs.  If this fee presents a hardship for your 

school, please do not hesitate to let us know and we can work with you to find a solution. 

 

Beginning this year, teams will not be able to confirm a date/location for the regional 

round until they pay the registration fee. 

 

15. Any Additional Feedback 

 

We are excited for the start of this year’s Mock Trial season.  We value the energy and 

enthusiasm that each of you bring to Mock Trial and firmly believe that the students are 

lucky to have all of you.  If there are any ideas that you have on how to improve the 

program or any concerns you have about any of the changes outlined above, please 

contact us.   

 

Thank you as always for your support of Civics First. 

 

Jonathan Weiner, Esq. 

President, Civics First Board of Directors 

 

Marlene Kurban 

Interim Executive Director   
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